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The problem
• Sediment inputs into the River Rother threaten the viability of fish spawning: much
of this comes from arable fields during erosion events.
• Sandy and loamy soils developed in soft Lower Greensand lithologies are highly
erodible
• Erosion occurs on maize, potatoes, winter cereals, asparagus and salad crops
• Severe erosion has occurred in wet autumns, particularly 2000 and 2006
• 165 fields have been identified as having a history of erosion (1987-2007)
• Of these, 101 have been connected to the river with runoff travelling via other fields,
drains, ditches, roads (especially sunken lanes) or directly to the river
The River Rother, West Sussex
Sample areas (D-E)
Five sample areas illustrate the routes by which runoff and
sediment may travel to the river. Of particular importance are
drains under roads and the roads themselves. The maps are
composites of different events and therefore show ‘potential
connectivity’.
Many of these links in the chain of connectivity cannot be
observed on maps or predicted by models – the data has to be
collected by field mapping.

Buffer strip 25m wide overwhelmed by
runoff from cereal field (below)

Connected flow from field to field via
permeable hedge lines (above)

Control measures
Measure
Retention
banks/dams

Problems/limitations/possibilities
May fail / cannot be large enough to retain all
runoff from higher magnitude events

Buffer strips
Cover crops

May be overwhelmed by runoff
Not widely used; needed for post-harvest
maize and potato fields; supported under
new Countryside Stewardship scheme

Grassed waterways

Rarely used in UK; will reduce sediment
transfer and encourage infiltration

Field banks
Road drains

To prevent runoff reaching roads
Need to prevent feeding directly into river or
ditch; but risk of flooding crops
Remove high-risk crops from high-risk sites

Land use change

Patchwork landscape To break-up blocks of similar land use

Conclusions
• Many arable fields are connected to the river, often by routes
that are not predictable using maps or models: field mapping
is required
• Observation in times of high-magnitude rainfall/runoff
events and using remote sensing can help establish these
routes
• A range of control measures are available but combinations
are usually needed rather than one single measure
• Change in land use to produce a ‘patchwork’ landscape

